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Tombstone Collection

#TC-1 TOMBSTONEWYATT EARP - Adapted
from the movie "Tombstone,"
with Kurt Russell as Wyatt
Earp. This style allows for a
very fast draw. One drop loop
is oval and the other is
straight with a closed toe
bottom. Page 9 of the book
"Tombstone- The Guns &
Gear." Edge groove $89.95

#TC-2 BUNTLINE WYATT
EARP This is as
+- close a copy as you can get
to the actual Buntline holster
worn by Kurt Russell in the
movie "Tombstone." We even
match the way the original
drop loop was laced. ~$99.95
Can be made in 10" or 12", or
in any barrel length from 4 ½"
up.

#TC-3 - TOMBSTONE VIRGIL
EARP Virgil's single drop
loop holster, adapted from
the movie "Tombstone." See
"Guns & Gear" page 18.
Sized to fit the Beretta
Laramie, S&W #3, &
Schofield. A heavy duty
Arizona Lawman's holster
designed to last. Movie
Quality. Edge groove $89.95

#TC-5 – CURLY BILL
BROCIUS – Double drop loop
holster with nickel spot rivets.
$125.00

#TC - 1 A - WYATT EARP
SPUR STRAPS - Remember in
the movie "Tombstone" when
Wyatt raked Ike Clanton's cheek
with his spur. Now you can own
our adaptation of these famous
spur straps with both the tooled
Ace of Spades in the leather
and also on the large nickel
concho. Set $169.95

#TC-7A - HUCKLEBERRY
SHOULDER HOLSTER Adapted from the movie
"Tombstone," with Val Kilmer
as Doc Holliday. Also the
book "Tombstone- The Guns
& Gear." This style took many
changes to make comfortable
and useful. This rig is greatly
improvement & provides
faster access to the gun. Can
be made for any barrel length,
but best for the Sheriff's
model 3 ½"- $149.95 with one
row of edge stamping.

#TC-7B - DOC HOLLIDAY
BELT HOLSTER Black
cross draw belt holster
used often when gambling.
Worn on a thinner "Town
cartridge belt 1 ¾" wide.
More comfortable when
sitting. Price $89.95. Town
cartridge belt $89.95

#TC-4 - TOMBSTONE
MORGAN EARP Adaptation of the strong
side, single drop loop
holster worn by Bill Paxton
as Morgan Earp in the
1993 movie "Tombstone."
A hand engraved concho
really sets this rig apart.
$99.95 with concho.

#TC-8 - IKE CLANTON - A few
degrees forward cant of the toe of
this holster allows you to wear it
strong side or cross draw with
ease. Ike Clanton's Arizona
double drop loop holster from the
movie "Tombstone." Note the rare
scooped out rear of the trigger
guard area on the holster for
faster draw. Special movie
stamping. As shown $99.95

#TC - 6 CURLY BILL
BROCIUS RIG – Unique left
and right belt. $500.00

#TC-10 - TURKEY CREEK
JACK JOHNSON - Buck
Taylor made this role famous
in the movie "Tombstone." His
single drop loop holster with
fringe and brass studs is
recreated here as a tribute to
Buck. "I ain't got the words."
Holster ~ $199.95. Holster and
military belt with cartridge
loops and Officer's buckle~
$350.

#TC-7C - DOC
HOLLIDAY'S
DGGER Bone
handled dagger
and sheath
adapted from the
movie
"Tombstone," as
worn by Val
Kilmer as Doc
Holliday. $149.95

#TC-9 - JOHNNY RINGO
Ringo's holster & gun belt as
worn by Michael Behan in
1993's "Tombstone." Photos of
originals by Peter Sherayko,
owner. Pattern and hand cast
conchos ~ courtesy of Will
Ghormley Complete rig ~ $375.
Limited Production.

Appaloosa Collection

VIRGIL COLE: Played by Ed
Harris wears a single drop loop
holster covering much of his Colt,
with early style cut tooling on the front
and drop loop. The billeted belt has
repeating edge stamping and a
clipped corner gunfighter buckle. ~
$279.95. Holster only ~ $149.95

EVERETT HITCH: Played by
Viggo Mortensen wears a right cross
draw Slim Jim style holster with a
deep pouch. The billeted belt has a
clipped corner gunfighter buckle.
$249.95. Holster only ~ $125.00

EIGHT GAUGE : Everett Hitch
carries an 8 gauge double barrel shot
gun. An 8 gauge, six shot cartridge
slide is available for $49.95. An 8
gauge shotgun belt is available for
$149.95. These can also be made in
12 or 10 gauge.

SHOULDER PAD: Everett has
attached a leather shoulder pad
on his coat to absorb the recoil of
his shotgun. If you have ever
fired an 8 gauge you will not be
without one of these. In fact you
might want one for your 10 or 12
gauge. ~ Single ply~ $39.95.
Double ply ~ $49.95
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Lonesome Dove Collection

Capt. Gus McCrae: Gus set
includes proper Texas buckle,
black military belt & cap box,
brown Walker cross draw
holster, and correct Russell
Green River butcher with black
sheath. Set ~$349.95.

Capt. Woodrow Call Texas
Ranger Dark brown, cross
draw, military style holster
without flap. Black military cap
box for cartridges, dark brown
gun belt and nickel garrison
buckle as worn by Tommy Lee
Jones. ("I hate rude behavior
in a man. I won't tolerate it").
Set ~ $249.95 Repro Texas
Ranger badge ~ $29.95

Joshua Deets the Scout Black
military, cross draw, flap holster
with black military belt, cap box
for cartridges, and nickel
garrison buckle as worn by
Danny Glover ("A man ought not
to leave his land and people.").
Set ~ $249.95.

Dish Boggett the Top Cowboy
Dark brown, single drop loop
holster and cartridge belt with
nickel garrison buckle as worn
by D.B. Sweeney ("Don't'
worry, Captain. I can sit my
horse"). Set ~ $224.95.
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Open Range Collection

Capt. Jake Spoon Texas Ranger
Dark brown, cross draw, Slim Jim style
Remington or Colt holster with tapered
gun belt, cap box for cartridges, and
nickel oval buckle as worn by Robert
Urich ("A man that will talk to a pig
ain't no better than a farmer"). Set ~

$249.95 Repro Texas Ranger
badge ~ $29.95

#OR-1 BOSS SPEARMAN Dog Bone design adapted
from the holster worn by
Robert Duval as Boss
Spearman in "Open Range,"
also by Kinter in "3:10 to
Yuma." Very comfortable
holster to wear, and it works
equally well on strong side or
in cross draw position. ~
$89.95 with edge groove.

#OR-2 - OPEN RANGE RIGThe 1882 holster and belt
adapted from the one worn by
Kevin Costner as Charlie Waite
in the movie "OPEN RANGE."
This holster shows off more of
the pistol and makes for a
faster draw. The throat is
scooped out for easy and quick
access. Simple single line
edging completes this working
cowboy rig- Holster and gun
belt $179.95with edge groove.

Newt Dobbs Rick Schroeder
plays Capt. Call's son, who
receives his first gun and holster
from Woodrow. A brown, worn
and well used Slim Jim holster
carries a converted 1851 Colt
Navy pistol on a 1 ¾" gun belt
with a black cap box used to carry
cartridges. Set - $249.95

3:10 to Yuma Collection

#YU-1 - YUMA - Holster &
billeted gun belt made for the
movie "3:10 to YUMA" to be
released in October, starring
Russell Crowe & Christian
Bale. Look for the nickel
Remington 1875 carried by
one of the main actors. Made
to fit any size single action.
As shown in the movieholster $89.95 with edge
groove.

#YU-2 - OUTRIDER - Holster
& tapered gun belt also made
for the movie "3:10 to YUMA."
Look at the outlaws or posse to
see this one. Made to fit any
size single action. As shown in
the movie- antiqued holster or
gun belt $89.95 each

#YU-4 - BEN WADE - Our
adaptation of Russell
Crowe's right hand holster
and billeted cartridge belt.
Fully edge stamped and
hand tooled. Colt Single
Action can be drawn
extremely fast from this
holster. ~ $449.95

#YU-3A - CHARLIE PRINCE
HOLSTER- Our adaptation of
Charlie Prince's cross draw
holster from the movie, "3:10 to
Yuma," with Russell Crowe. Black
holster has incise cut flower on
front, with hand stitched red
thread. Domed nickel spots are
then attached. Inside is lined with
red suede. Very difficult holster to
construct. Sized to fit S&W
Schofield, Beretta Laramie, or
S&W Russian ~ Price as shown
$199.95 each

#YU-13B - DOUBLE CHARLIE PRINCE RIG - Same as YU 3A,
with two holsters and 3" belt. Cartridge belt has domed nickel
spots installed between each bullet loop. Loops are more narrow
to show off the bullets like the movie. Sized to fit S&W Schofield,
Beretta Laramie, or S&W Russian ~ Price as shown $549.95
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Billy the Kid Collection

#HH-14A - BILLY THE
KID-Adapted from the only
authentic picture of "Billy
the Kid." Photo shows a
drop loop holster with a
military throat that covers
much of the gun. Design
and style common for New
Mexico during the late
1800's. $249.95 for holster
and belt.

#HH-14B – LIGHTNING -Our
adaptation of Billy the Kid's
Lightning holster. Pat Garret
stated that Billy carried one
and there was also one in the
movie "Young Guns." $89.95
with edge groove.

#HH-14C - PAT GARRETT
- In 1881 sheriff Garrett killed the
Outlaw "Billy the Kid." Pat's
holster has a unique feature that
depicts a large oval at the top of
the rear of the holster. This was
used to put his coat lapel behind
to keep it from getting in the way
of his quick draw. Garrett wore a
1 ¾" Town cartridge belt with a
square Garrison buckle. Set ~
$199.95. Holster alone $99.95

#HH-15A - BILLY THE KIDAdapted from the only authentic
picture of "Billy the Kid." Photo
shows a drop loop holster with a
military throat that covers much of
the gun. Design and style
common for New Mexico during
the late 1800's. $89.95

Other Historical & Famous Cowboy Holsters
(No photo available yet)

#HH-18 - WILD BILLHickock's last holster &
military cartridge belt on
display at the Adams
museum in Deadwood,
SD. Originally for a Colt
Richards cartridge
conversion. Can be sized
to any Old West pistol.
One holster, solid brass
buckle & belt $249.95

#HH-18A Hickock- Wild Bill's
California style Slim Jim holster
with early style cut design
tooling & military cartridge belt
on display at the Buffalo Bill
Cody museum in Wyoming.
Originally for a Colt 1851 Navy.
Can be sized for any Old West
pistol or cartridge conversion.
Holster, solid brass buckle &
belt $249.95. With tooling
~$274.95

#HH-10 JESSE JAMES Holster & Gun
Belt. Adapted from original photos and
museum study. Holster 9-10 gage hand
tooled leather with toe plug. Folded
money belt with sewn on billets. Total
bullet loops from tongue to buckle.
California style buckle included$324.95

HH-3 PATTERSON -Adapted
from the final segment of the
"Lonesome Dove" series called
"Commanche Moon," comes
this authentic holster for the
Colt Patterson revolver with
retracting trigger & no trigger
guard. Edge groove $89.95

#HH-14 THE
OUTLAW JOSEY
WALES-Edge groove
$89.95
Josey belt with brass
buckle $99.95

#HH-11 FRANK JAMES
Holster & Gun belt
Adapted from original photos
and museum study. Holster 910 gage leather. 7 1/2" barrel
California Slim Jim style with
edge groove and stamping.
Military style gun belt with
bullet loops from end to end.
Military eagle buckle included.
$325.00

#HH-13 DUKE'S HOLSTER AND
GUN BELT- The pattern for this
holster took years to obtain and was
copied from the original used to
make one of the holsters worn by
"The Duke" in many of his early
westerns. Guns of the Gun-fighters
page - 100 & 185 as original-no
stamping $325.00

#CX-1 - COLT .45 AUTOMATIC
DOUBLE CLIP POUCH- A repeat
customer in law enforcement along the
border helped us create this turn of the
century .45 Auto double clip pouch with
brass studs instead of non-authentic
snaps. The perfect companion to the
Colt Automatic holster. $89.95
Chisholm's Trail Original

#HH-2 MERWIN & HULBERT The first of a series of holsters
to fit both the Merwin & Hulbert
closed and open top revolvers
in all barrel lengths. Not a
recycled pattern, but wet
formed to the exact gun. Look
a full range of gun leather
based on original examples as
the new Merwin&Hulbert
Co. begins to make guns.

#HH-9 COLT .45 AUTO
PISTOL HOLSTERCowboys carried the
newest and best
handguns they could
buy. As soon as these
automatics were
available, many obtained
one and promptly had a
western holster made.
Adapted from the book
"Packing Iron," by
Richard Rattenbury and
private collections.
$89.95 without retaining
strap. $99.95 with strap
and brass stud.
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Other Historical & Famous Cowboy Holsters (continued)

#HH-12 Frank James right
hand holster for Schofield and
tapered 1851 US Garrison
buckle belt - $325.00

#HH-17 - HALF FLAP
HOLSTER - "Packing Iron,"
pages 69 & 70. Dark brown,
Post Civil War, half flap holster
with or without early cut-style
tooling. Design can be
adjusted to fit 1851 Navy, 1860
Army, all Conversions, 1873
Colt & 75 Remington. With
edge groove ~ $99.95 with cut
engraving.

#HH-14 - SITTING BULL
HOLSTER - Our adaptation
of the original holster proven
to be worn by the famous
Indian Chief "Sitting Bull."
Can be sized for any
cartridge or percussion
pistol. $124.95

#HH-20 - MARSHAL
DALLAS STOUDENMIRE –
Famous El Paso City Marshal
Dallas Stoudenmire was fond
of carrying his 3 ½" 1860
Richards conversion in his
pocket. However, on
horseback he would have
toted his Colt in a holster
similar to this one based on
West Texas museum
examples of the same period.
~ $89.95

#HH-15 - INDIAN WARS
BLACK- Conversion holster
designed by the U.S. Military to
fit S&W Schofield, Beretta
Laramie & Colt Single Action
Army. 5 ½" or 7 ½" in Black,
butt forward or back. Great flap
field holster for hunting also.
$99.95

#HH-23 - Mexican War
Holster - Large Half Flap
holster for Colt Walker or
Dragoon. Can also be made
for 1860 or smaller pistol.
With edge groove ~ $124.95.
With edge stamping ~
$134.95. With early cut
tooling & hand background
staining $199.95

#HH-16 - INDIAN WARS
BROWN- Holster & Gun belt
Same features as the black
holster. Used during the Indian
and Spanish American Wars.
Went up San Juan Hill with
Teddy Roosevelt. 5 ½" or 7 ½"
in Brown, butt forward or back.
Great flap field holster for
hunting also. $99.95

#HH-21 - SHANE - The
correct holster as worn by
Alan Ladd in the classic
western "Shane." Design and
construction by Rod
Redwing. Famous fast draw
consultant for western movie
actors. $89.95. Fancy Shane
belt, white bronze (silver look)
conchos and buckle coming
soon ~ Approx. $395
depending on # of conchos.

#HH-22 - BAT
MASTERSON - This
holster is a correct copy
of Gene Barry's original
we were allowed to
examine. It is on display
in the Buffalo Bill Cody
museum in Cody,
Wyoming. Set includes
cross draw holster, 1 ¾"
Town Belt and cartridge
slide ~ $224.95

